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JUST MUSING: 

The bosoms of mice and men … 
__________________ 

Our client was Sam Hurta, the elected Sheriff of Matagorda County.
1
   His reelection was 

being challenged by the incumbent, Keith Kilgore.  Hurta, the former Sheriff of the County, 

challenged Kilgore because of his distaste for how Kilgore ran the department after Hurta left 

office.  Hurta won the Democratic primary vote by 155 votes.  Kilgore filed a lawsuit in the state 

court in Matagorda County challenging the election results.  Kilgore alleged the early voting 

votes were suspect, fraudulent.  Texas law, at that time, allowed one to cast an early vote if the 

voter was military, elderly and/or infirmed, or was going to be absent from the county on 

election day.  In that this was the Democratic Primary, those early voters were dominated by 

elderly African Americans voters.     

Kilgore’s lawyers subpoenaed hundreds of registered voters for the hearing.  The voters 

who filled the courtroom possessed walkers which they used as a low-tech guidance system as 

they inched down the hallway.  Some were fortunate to have younger arms and hands aiding 

them in their compelled journey.  Their eyes revealed they carried with them their fear of the 

legal processes, whether their eyes were weakened or not.   

Cindy had been in Matagorda County for at least a week preparing for the hearing.  Her 

complaints ranged from the need for additional bodies, more time, and inability to finish all 
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which needed to be done prior to the election contest.  Cindy’s greatest concern was the elderly 

voters – ―they’re scared.‖       

―We can win the challenge‖, she intoned, ―but I am afraid these folks will never go back 

to the polls again.‖   

The year was 1996.  Cindy Meador was new to our firm, a registered Republican, a 

graduate of University of Oklahoma School of Law, a previous participant in corporate law, the 

world of oil and gas disputes.  While finishing a trial in another county, I wondered whether 

Cindy would survive in a world totally apart from her previous practice.  My encouragement for 

her to leave her former firm was not because of her political affiliation or race, but because of the 

talents she demonstrated in a trial advocacy course at the University of Houston.  My hunch was 

affirmed when walking into the courtroom.  They all seemed to know Cindy’s name.  They 

reached to touch her as she passed.  In one week, she had made Bay City her home.      

―When are you going to come by and visit again?‖ 

―Oh, I have been a little busy on this case.‖    

―I’m not in trouble am I?‖   

Cindy’s always engaging raspy voice-tone was now raspier, still engaging - a been 

talking too long, smoking too much, sleeping too little raspier.  Cindy touched her hand, while at 

the same time reassuring her, ―Of course you’re not.  We will get through this.‖  I smiled at 

Cindy’s interactions, with another hunch accompanying my observation - her visit to their homes 

was probably accompanied by a piece of homemade pie or slice of their favorite cake.   

None of the exchanges could hide the weight of this case; their worries were now 

Cindy’s.  The anxieties occupied the recesses of her eyes; worry balanced on the far edges of her 

shoulders; exhaustion buried itself deeply in her vocal cords - all details she hid in our phone 

conversations; something she could not hide as we walked toward the front of the courtroom.  
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Her reddish hair too participated in the conspiracy of revelation – still shining but not as brightly, 

appearing to limp and complain.          

__________________ 

 

Recently, I did something I’ve rarely done - I participated in door to door campaigning 

for a candidate.  In the past my contribution to the political process was an occasional campaign 

contribution, the representation of politicians like Sam Hurta, or political redistricting fights.
2
  

Knocking on fellow citizens’ doors is just as other forms of political activity, it is just something 

I have not had the opportunity of doing over the years.  My recent efforts revealed more than I 

had anticipated.   

Yes, I gave my spiel, ―My name is Anthony Griffin.  I am a volunteer for the Wendy 

Davis for Governor Campaign.  Are you voting for Wendy Davis? … We need your vote! ...‖  

However, it wasn’t long before I found myself realizing there was something amiss – the 

exercise was really one of trying to encourage people to ―just vote.‖  If you are curious, my 

chosen candidate lost the election, but that is not why I muse.  I muse because my basic core 

beliefs over the years have not changed.  I believe we possess a right to vote.  I believe we also 

possess a right not to vote, and I don’t believe it accomplishes anything to pass laws making it 

illegal not to vote.  My recent walking and knocking convinced me I missed a third component 

of our rights - a right to vote the ―pissy‖ vote.   Just Musing - our Founding Fathers understood 

the concept, they just didn’t have a handle on the language.      

 After this last election, the returns revealed as little as 25% of the registered voters voted.   

Those numbers tell me if I knocked on 100 doors, and got promises (―Yes, I’m voting…‖) from 

50 people, under the best case scenario, I was lied to.  If we postulate only a quarter of the 50 
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voted, that number is roughly 12 - the other 38 lied.  I will leave to the theoreticians why we 

don’t vote.  I muse because we fail when we refuse to recognize and then cast our ―pissy‖ vote.   

Before you become insulted and stop reading, please note Benjamin Franklin made a 

similar observation in his letter to the Royal Academy of Sciences.  Franklin’s letter was entitled, 

Fart Proudly, written in 1781,
3
 he openly questioned the Royal Academy’s contemplated 

―mathematical Prize Question, proposed in lieu of one in Natural Philosophy.‖  He too mused: 

Were it not for the odiously offensive Smell accompanying such Escapes, polite People 

would probably be under no more Restraint in discharging such Wind in Company, than 

they are in spitting, or in blowing their Noses. 

 

My Prize Question therefore should be, To discover some Drug wholesome & not 

disagreable, to be mix’d with our common Food, or Sauces, that shall render the natural 

Discharges of Wind from our Bodies, not only inoffensive, but agreable as Perfumes. 

 

If one of our Founding Father’s understood the concept of farting proudly, he would appreciate 

and accept the concept of pissing defiantly.  Excuse me while I continue.      

Yeah, yeah, yeah, me too, I’m pissed off too.  I’m pissed they bailed out Wall Street and 

gave them our money with little or no strings attached.  Money to the institutions and people who 

caused this whole mess – ―too smart to fail you say‖?   I’m pissed that Congress then allotted 

money for homeowners and that allotment to this day has never been distributed.  Ma’am before 

you close your door, I want to encourage you to cast your constitutionally endowed, ―pissy‖ 

vote.  Before you call the police, let me explain.   

―Pissy‖ vote, you say.  Yes, ―pissy‖ vote.  Vote because they don’t want you to vote and 

those smart people who plan political campaigns know most of us will not show up.  Hell, those 

smarter than us are still encouraging the Democrats to curry the vote of white men.  They told 
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them they weren’t going to stop voting for them 50 years ago, and have held to their promise.  

Those smarter than us still write articles of the importance of the white man’s vote, ignoring all 

alone they’ve quit them, flat out quit them.  Sure they vote, but the majority of them are not 

coming back.  If your mate tells you fifty times they’re through without you, you don’t have to 

know the lyrics to Fifty Ways to Leave Your Lover.
4
  No, ma’am this ―ain’t got nuthin to do 

with Democrats and Republicans.‖
5
  Most of the white men actually vote against their economic 

interest by blindly voting for one party.       

They’re against immigration reform, because we don’t cast that ―pissy‖ vote.  Hell their 

fathers, mothers, lovers are immigrants.  The people who serve them food, wash their dirty 

laundry (you thought I was going to say drawers didn’t you), who repairs their homes are 

immigrants, knows an immigrant, or are indebted to an immigrant.  We are all infected by those 

smarter than us policies of self-hate.  You must cast that vote because they don’t want you to 

vote!       

―Thank you for your smile.‖ 

We are a more diverse world now and this/our/their/any grand experiment will not work 

until everyone has a stake in the game.  They understand this, so why can’t we.  They have no 

intentions of letting everyone have a stake in the game - so be it.  We need not wait for a savior, 

we only have to adopt Ben Franklin’s solution and fart proudly. 
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―Thank you for putting the phone down.  If you dialed 911, can you call them back and 

say your call was a mistake?  I promise I won’t take much more of your time.‖ 

 

No, ma’am I not talking about conservative Republicans ―who are what they say they 

are‖
6
 - they are pushing their party to become more conservative, more extreme.  They are not 

going to let us participate in their game and even if we do, there is no benefit to us in becoming 

more conservative, more exclusionary.  No, ma’am I’m not talking about voting exclusively 

Democratic.  If there is no counterbalance in nature the excess will lead to the overabundance of 

that creature and lead ultimately to that creature’s and our own demise.  … Excuse me, I’m not 

talking about those who are capable, through money, to silently and secretly influence policies, 

and laws all the while pretending not to do the actual selection of our representatives.  I’m not 

even talking any audacity of hope.  I’m talking about us all recognizing we have a fundamentally 

ingrained birthright, a bestowed right, to be ―pissy.‖   

Brother Franklin wrote:  

And surely such a Liberty of Expressing one’s Scent-iments, and pleasing one another, is 

of infinitely more Importance to human Happiness than that Liberty of the Press, or 

of abusing one another, which the English are so ready to fight & die for. — In short, this 

Invention, if compleated, would be, as Bacon expresses it, bringing Philosophy home to 

Mens Business and Bosoms. And I cannot but conclude, that in Comparison therewith, 

for universal and continual UTILITY, the Science of the Philosophers above-mentioned, 

even with the Addition, Gentlemen, of your “Figure quelconque” and the Figures 

inscrib’d in it, are, all together, scarcely worth a FART-HING. 

 

―Thank you ma’am for the piece of cake, absolutely delicious, homemade I gather.‖  Yes, 

ma’am Benjamin Franklin did say that.  You like the part, ―bringing Philosophy home to Mens 

Business and Bosoms.‖  Yes, ma’am we too can fart proudly by showing up, showing up, 
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 "They are what we thought they were, and we ... 
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showing up.  The odious smell will be overpowering.  Oh course when we exercise our 

fundamentally ingrained birthright, a bestowed right, new challenges will spring forth from the 

bosoms of mice and men all designed to prevent us from voting.    

―Oh, no ma’am not another poll tax - voice recognition technology.  Another piece of 

cake, thank you – you are so sweet.‖ 

 


